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About CHEM Trust
• A charity that works at UK, EU &
International levels to protect humans and
wildlife from harmful chemicals
• Working with science, technical processes
and decision makers, in partnership with
other civil society groups
• We particularly focus on endocrine
disrupting chemicals
• See our blog & twitter accounts for more

What is REACH supposed to do?
• Recital 1:
– “This Regulation should ensure a high level of
protection of human health and the environment”

• Particular priorities for CHEM Trust:
– No data no market
– Identification of, and on, action on EDCs
– Regulation of chemicals in articles
– Public Right to know
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Why enforcement is important
• With no enforcement there is no level
playing field
– the best in sector are penalised, the worst in
sector rewarded
– We should reward companies doing the right
thing, not the wrong thing

• Good enforcement is essential for a ‘high
level’ of protection
• Without enforcement, REACH becomes a
voluntary agreement

Three aspects of enforcement
• No data no market:
– (i) Does registration encourage good
quality dossiers?
– (ii) Are companies with inadequate
dossiers obliged to improve them?

• Chemicals in articles
– (iii) Do the systems identify problems & act
in a co-ordinated way to protect the public?
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(i) Good registration dossiers?
• REACH text incentivises good dossiers:
– Compliance check of a random selection of
dossiers (Art 41)
• If non compliant, decision drafted for Member State
competent authorities
• Registrant also given chance to comment

– Inadequate dossier leads to first stage
enforcement action
• Thus an incentive to register with adequate dossiers

• But ECHA has introduced an extra step

Where did a QOL come from?

See: http://echa.europa.eu/regulations/reach/evaluation/compliance-checks
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An enforcement by-pass…
• If ECHA finds a problem with a dossier, it
sends registrant a “Quality Observation
Letter”
– Giving them a second chance to improve dossier

• This step removes the REACH text route
of going straight to an enforcement
process
– Removing a key incentive for dossier quality

• This is not in REACH – why is it allowed?

(ii) Obligation to improve?
• If company doesn’t take advantage of the
enforcement by-pass, may end up with a
“statement of non-compliance”
– Relevant Member State may then institute
enforcement action

• Chemical Watch has been asking for &
getting these statements
• But the company name is a secret….
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Openness = extra pressure
• The company name should not be confidential
– They should be held to account

• Anonymity is an extra incentive for noncompliance
– & reduces pressure on Member States to enforce REACH

Chemicals in imported articles
• Not easy to control, but massively
important
– Key for ‘a high level of protection of human health
and the environment’
– Lots of issues around sVHCs & REACH

• Focus on something much simpler
– Are restrictions being enforced?
– Once problems are found, is there co-ordinated
action?
– An example from August this year:
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2737621/Loom-bands-taken-shelves-Britain-sbiggest-independent-toy-cancer-causing-chemicals.html

Loom band charms…
• Lab in Birmingham, UK, does analysis of loom
bands & ‘charms’ for unknown clients
– Finds over 50% phthalate in some charms; DBP, DEHP and
DIBP commonest phthalates

• Media coverage begins; we blog on 12th Aug:
– http://www.chemtrust.org.uk/loom-band-phthalates-caseshows-chemical-regulation-isnt-working/
– Media coverage includes quote from Environmental Health
Officer: buy CE marked products from respected shops
– At end of August an analysis by the BBC leads to major UK
toy retailer “The Entertainer” removing charms from shelves

• Story continues around the world….
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Children at risk
• Where is concerted regulatory action?
– Were all EU countries acting on this problem?
– Shouldn’t parents be told to take back or dispose
of charms?

• These charms are sold to children
– Some of whom will put them in their mouths
– Phthalate levels illegal under EU law

• A serious issue - was it taken seriously?
– Any prosecutions?

Improvements needed
• Get rid of the enforcement by-pass
– Remove opportunity to update dossier prior to ‘decision’,
ensure inadequate dossiers are penalised not permitted

• Remove secrecy from non-compliant companies
– and prosecute them!
– Companies in statements of non-compliance must be named

• Withdraw registration numbers for non-compliant
dossiers
• Step up surveillance and co-ordination of action
on substances on articles
– Including fines & removal from market
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Business impacts of poor enforcement
1. If don’t improve evaluation:
–

Companies spending resources on doing
REACH right are penalised
•

Worst of sector save money at minimal risk

2. If don’t improve monitoring &
enforcement on chemicals in articles:
–
–

It’s down to retailers etc to do testing – an extra
business cost
SMEs don't have resources to test the chemicals
in the articles they sell, so can’t assure safety

Conclusions
1. REACH can only work if it is enforced
–

It’s not supposed to be a voluntary agreement

2. Companies shouldn’t be given easy routes to
avoid doing things properly
–

Like a second chance to do a registration dossier

3. Enforcement must be visible and transparent
–

Transparency provides extra pressure for action

4. Regulators must monitor, and act when things
go wrong
–

Loom band charms expose children to illegal levels of
phthalates, but the EU-wide response was inadequate
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